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At nonzero temperature, it is expected that QCD undergoes a phase transition to a deconﬁned, chirally sym-
metric phase, the Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP). I review what we expect theoretically about this possible transi-
tion, and what we have learned from heavy ion experiments at RHIC. I argue that while there are unambiguous
signals for qualitatively new behavior at RHIC, versus experiments at lower energies, that in detail, no simple
theoretical model can explain all salient features of the data.
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The phase transitions of a nonabelian gauge theory are of
intrinsic interest in their own right. It is reasonable to expect
that there will be qualitatively new behavior, not seen in the
phase transitions of spin systems, nor in the plasma physics of
abelian gauge theories.
In this talk, I summarize what we expect about the phase
transitions of the theory of strong interactions, Quantum
ChromoDynamics (QCD), at nonzero temperature. I then
summarize what we have learned so far from experiments,
concentrating especially on the results obtained from the Rel-
ativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) at Brookhaven National
Laboratory (BNL) since its commission in 2000. We now
have an absolute wealth of data from RHIC; the outpouring of
data has been summarized in a series of “white papers”, from
each of the four major experiments [1]. A version of this talk
is available on line [2]; in this Proceeding I try to emphasize
a qualitative discussion of the physics, and leave the number
of plots as limited as possible, stressing the most important,
qualitative, aspects of the physics.
My perspective in the present talk will be that of an inter-
ested but skeptical observer. At the outset, I should confess
that my perspective is that of a ﬁeld theorist, who does not
do detailed ﬁts to the data. Thus much of my criticism can
simply be dismissed as the ravings of someone who talks, but
who doesn’t do. There is some validity to this comment.
However, I will try to stress that when considered in total,
that there are many things going on in the RHIC data which is
muchmoreinterestingthaninanysinglemodel. Thedifﬁculty
is that while there are many models which explain particular
features of the data, that there is no single model which can
encompass all interesting features of the data. By this, I do not
mean simply that calculations are off by a small amount. One
ofthemostimpressivefeaturesoftheRHICdataisthattheex-
periments have obtained a large quantity of precise data. The
quanities which they measure are, with rare exception which
will be noted, measured to within a few percent, and agree be-
tween the different experiments. The problem is that not that
we do not have data at to what is going on; the problem is that
we do not know what to make of everything, all together.
I do think that it is clear that something, qualitatively new,
has happened by RHIC energies, as compared to lower ener-
gies, such as at the SPS. In part, this is because phenomenon
suchasjetsonlyopenupatRHICenergies, andarenotpresent
at the SPS. This strongly suggests that a transition to a new
kind of matter has occured by RHIC energies. Note that I do
not say that there is a transition to a new “state” of matter, in
the thermodynamic sense. What I mean is that the matter be-
haves differently from that at lower energies. Whether it is, in
fact, hadronic matter in thermal equilibrium, above the transi-
tion to deconﬁnement, is still to be established unequivocally.
In particular, it is well possible that the transition has occured
at lower energies, such as at the SPS (or perhaps even lower),
but that it was too difﬁcult — at present! — to disentangle
there, at least with the previous experimental probes.
If nothing else, I wish to emphasize the following. Be-
fore the RHIC experiments, those in other ﬁelds might well
have assumed that while one could do heavy ion experiments
at RHIC energies, that the systems would simply rip through
each other, interacting in some manner, but with no especially
notable traces of the interaction.
ThisisNOTtrue. AtleastatRHICenergies, theinteractions
between the nuclei are extremely strong; while the nuclei rip
through each other, they leave strong traces of their interaction
behind. Further, these traces are strongly suggestive that a
thermal system has, in fact, been formed. If it is not a Quark-
Gluon Plasma, it is behaving very much like one. What is
extraordinary is that the QGP appears to be a different beast
from what we had expected.
This brings me to the central image of my talk. In Western
literature, the Unicorn is a familiar image of a fantastic and
mythical beast. The Unicorn was ﬁrst used by David Scott,
Reinhardt Stock, and Miklos Gyulassy [3] as a metaphor for
the QGP. Following medieval tradition, where people widely
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nizing, of course, that skeptics will view any evidence for the
QGP as similar to that for sightings of a Unicorn.) Thus my
conclusion is that while a Unicorn has been found, that it isn’t
the Unicorn we expected, but is even more subtle and mar-
velous than we ever had reason to expect. In the end, it is an
absolute triumph of Experimental Physics to have discovered
whatever beast they seem to have discovered.
I. THEORETICAL EXPECTATIONS
A. Deconﬁnement
There is a rigorous order parameter for deconﬁnement, ﬁrst
discussed by G. ’t Hooft, A. Polyakov, and L. Susskind. It
is well known that in an SU(3) gauge theory, that most ob-
served states are either mesons, formed from a quark and an
anti-quark, or baryons, formed from three quarks. Both states
are also composed of some interterminate number of gluons,
which are, in the end, responsible for conﬁning the quarks and
anti-quarks into just these states.
This allows us to describe conﬁnement as a type of three
state model. Suppose that we have a clock, where the hands
can only point at three places, at 12:00, 4:00, and 8:00. Each
time we add a quark, it rotates the hands of the clock forward
by 120 degrees; adding a anti-quark rotates the hands in the
opposite direction, by minus 120 degrees. We then consider
which states are invariant under these transformations. Obvi-
ously, they are just mesons and baryons. Mesons correspond
to rotation by + 120 - 120 = 0 degrees, and so are invariant.
Similarly, baryons correspond to a rotation by 3 x 120 = 360
degrees.
This system of rotations forms an abelian group, which is
that of Z(3). Z(3) is a cyclic group, because a rotation by three
quarks is equivalent to the identity. Conﬁnement is then the
statement that at zero temperature, this Z(3) symmetry is an
unbroken symmetry of the gluonic vacuum.
Such a Z(3) symmetry is almost the simplest possibility
one can have for a global symmetry group. For example, if
the gauge interactions involved two colors, instead of three,
the corresponding symmetry group for conﬁnement would be
Z(2), as in the Ising model. In condensed matter, the Z(3)
model is known as the three states Potts model.
There is a rigorous order parameter for this Z(3) symmetry.
Consider the propagation of an inﬁnitely massive test quark.
If one puts the quark down at some point, it will just propagate
forward in time, without moving in space. Even so, it can still
exchange color, although not momentum (since it is inﬁnitely
heavy) with the vacuum. To measure this, we introduce the
“Wilson line”,
L(~ x) =P exp
µ
ig
Z 1=T
0
A0(t;~ x)dt
¶
: (1)
I have immediately gone to compute the properties in ther-
mal equilibrium at a temperature T, using the imaginary time
formalism. (This is a fancy way of saying that to compute
properties in thermal equilibrium, one weights conﬁgurations
by exp(¡H =T), where H is the Hamiltonian. This looks as
if there is propagation in a “time” t which runs from 0 to 1=T.
Normally, propagation is by a factor exp(¡iHt), where t is
the time. Because there is no factor of i, the time t is imagi-
nary.) Otherwise, theWilsonlineisjustlikeaAharonov-Bohn
phase factor: the color rotates with the gauge ﬁeld, interacting
like a path ordered exponential. Thus g is the gauge coupling
constant, A0 is the vector potential for the gauge ﬁeld in the
time direction, and P denotes path ordering, required because
the gauge ﬁeld is a nonabelian matrix, and one has to specify
how to order matrices at different times.
The Wilson line is a color matrix, and so is not gauge in-
variant. A gauge invariant quantity is formed by taking the
color trace of this matrix, which yields the Polyakov loop,
`(~ x) =
1
3
tr L(~ x) : (2)
It is easy to guess how the Polyakov loop behaves at high tem-
perature: by asymptotic freedom, any gauge theory becomes
ideal in the limit as T ! ¥. That is, the coupling constant
vanishes logarithmically, g2(T)»1=log(T). Then we can ne-
glect g in the exponential, and the matrix is equal to the unit
matrix. Thus at high temperature, the expectation value of the
Polyakov loop should approach unity, h`i ! 1.
How the Polyakov loop behaves at low temperatures is less
obvious. The insight of ’t Hooft was to show that under
the Z(3) transformations discussed above, the Polyakov loop
transforms by an overall phase factor, which is the same at
every point in space,
`(~ x) ! exp2pij=3`(~ x) ; j = 0;1;2: (3)
The mathematical realization of the transformations of a
clock, described above, is multiplication by one of the third
roots of unity.
Thus we were somewhat sloppy at very high temperatures:
there the Polyakov loop can not only approach one, but it can
also approach exp(2pi=3), or exp(¡2pi=3). All of these states
are equally good vacua at inﬁnitely high temperature. In other
words, there are three degenerate, and equivalent, vacua at
high temperature in an SU(3) gauge theory. In a spin system,
this corresponds to the spontaneous breaking of a global sym-
metry in the vacuum.
In constrast, at zero temperature I argued that conﬁnement
corresponds to an unbroken phase of Z(3) spins. The best way
to envision this is to use the spin analogy. When spins “break”
a symmetry, they do so because they tend to line up, as in a
ferromagnet. When the symmetry is restored, it is because the
spins tend to ﬂuctuate. Thus while the spins might tend to
be parallel to each other over short distances, due to thermal
ﬂuctuations, as one goes to longer and longer distances, this
tendency to short range order is washed out. Pictorially, one
views the disordered phase as a superposition of many little
domains, where the spins are ordered in each domain, but all
jumbleduptogether, sothatininﬁnitevolume, theexpectation
value of the spin vanishes.
Conﬁnement is just like this: the theory is composed of
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one, times one of the Z(3) phase factors possible. However,
domains have a deﬁnite size, so that by going to larger and
larger distances, one samples more and more domains. This
means that at zero temperature — or in general, at tempera-
tures below that for deconﬁnement, the expectation value of
the Polyakov loop vanishes,
h`i = 0 ; T < Td : (4)
Here Td is the temperature for deconﬁnement. Similarly, the
expectation value of the Polyakov loop is nonzero above Td,
approaching one in magnitude as T ! ¥.
What is peculiar about the “spins” in a gauge theory is that
theyorderoppositetothoseofordinaryspins: theytendtoline
up at high temperauture, and to wash out at low temperature.
B. Chiral Symmetry
The above was a bit of a trick: I assumed that each time
a quark was added, that one rotates a phase by one of the
third roots of unity. This is only possible when one considers
quarks as an external probe in the pure glue theory. In QCD,
with dynamical quarks, there is no such distinction possible:
quarks and anti-quarks can pop out of the vacuum at any time.
Thus at best, the global Z(3) symmetry can only be an ap-
proximate symmetry in QCD. Even so, I will show evidence
shortly as to why this is a reasonable approximation.
There is another approximate symmetry which is well
known in QCD: this is the chiral symmetry which is responsi-
ble for why pions and kaons are the lightest hadrons in QCD.
I will not go into the details of chiral symmetry here, since
there are probably more familiar to the reader. For three
ﬂavors of quarks, as are required to describe ordinary and
strange mesons and baryons, we have a global symmetry of
SUL(3)£SUR(3). (There is also a global symmetry of axial
U(1); this is a much more subtle symmetry, which is broken
quantum mechanically by the axial anomaly, which makes the
h0 much heavior than the p, K’s, and h.) The subscripts L and
R refer to left and right handed quarks, and are special to a
symmetry of massless fermions.
However, as a global symmetry, the chiral symmetry be-
haves like a typical spin system. A condensate, hqqi 6= 0, is
responsible for the spontaneous breaking of the chiral sym-
metry in the hadronic vacuum. As hadrons are heated, ﬂuctua-
tions tend to disorder the chiral symmetry, so that it is restored
above some temperature Tch.
C. Transitions of QCD
What does one expect in general about the deconﬁning and
chiral phase transitions? First consider the case where each
symmetry is exact.
For deconﬁnement, one unavoidably expects a ﬁrst order
transition. This is because as a system with three states, that
one can form a cubic invariant. The transition is then like
that between a liquid and a gas: there the analogous order
parameter is the density, and terms involving density cubed
can always arise. By standard mean ﬁeld analysis, this implies
that the transition is of ﬁrst order, unless the cubic invariant
where to vanish (which one doesn’t expect, at least on grounds
of symmetry).
For chiral symmetry, for three massless ﬂavors one again
has a cubic invariant, and so a ﬁrst order transition. Things
change as the number of ﬂavors goes down: for two massless
ﬂavors, the transition can be of second order. This is sensitive
to the axialU(1) symmetry, however; if that is restored by the
time that the chiral transition occurs (or nearly so), then the
transition can become of ﬁrst order.
Analyticargumentsarenotsufﬁcienttodecidethequestion.
To answer that, we must appeal to numerical simulations on
the Lattice. The idea of the Lattice is simple: one discretizes
the theory, with some lattice spacing =a. By asymptotic free-
dom, we can then tune a ! 0, and be assured that however
we discretize the theory, that the continuum limit, a = 0, will
be the same. Of course, we do not have inﬁnite computing
power at our disposal, and so Lattice gauge theorists spend
much time minimizing the effects of discretization at nonzero
lattice spacing.
The effects of discretization are extremely serious for the
chiral symmetry of massless quarks. As shown by K. Wilson
and F. Wegner, it actually it “easy” to discretize a gauge the-
ory, and still maintain a local gauge symmetry at each site of
the lattice. What is difﬁcult is implementing the global chi-
ral symmetry for massless quarks! This suggests that in some
fundamental way, we really do not understand chiral symme-
try, but for the present purposes, this is simply a difﬁcult tech-
nical problem.
On the other hand, this should not obscure one of the great
triumphs of Lattice gauge theory: that for the pure gauge the-
ory, one can obtain results which can be reliably extrapolated
to the continuum limit, with errors of perhaps a few percent.
In this way, the Lattice provides an estimate for the decon-
ﬁning transition temperature of Td ¼ 300 MeV, with errors of
about 10%. In fact, the errors in this number arise not from
the uncertainty as to where the transition occurs, but to the
computation of the string tension, which provides the overall
mass scale required to change lattice units into MeV.
For the theory with dynamical quarks, all evidence must
be treated as preliminary. I quote the evidence as of 2004,
but stress its tentative nature. This is not merely a matter of
ungrounded skepticism: the order of the transition for two ﬂa-
vors is especially sensitive to what happens to the axial U(1)
symmetry. This, in turn, is very sensitive to treating the chiral
symmetry properly. It is certainly conceivable that as smaller
lattice spacings are probed, with better chiral symmetry, that
the transition becomes more ﬁrst order.
With these caveats, the evidence is that there is no phase
transition in QCD. For some reason, which we do not under-
stand at a fundmental level, the deconﬁning and chiral tran-
sitions are equal, Td ¼ Tch to the accuracy of all simulations.
While there is no true phase transition, the pressure increases
extremely rapidly within a narrow region in temperature. This
allows one to speak of an approximate transition temperature,
even if there is no true transition in the thermodynamic sense.Robert D. Pisarski 125
FIG. 1: Pressure divided by ideal pressure
The results are shown in Fig. (1). As ﬁrst done by the Biele-
feldgroup, it is most interesting to plot the pressure dividedby
the ideal pressure, versus the temperature, to the “transition”
temperature.
One sees that there appears to be a nearly universal curve,
with perhaps errors of 20% or less. This has been termed “ﬂa-
vor independence” by the Bielefeld group. This plot obscures
the fact that as one goes from the pure glue theory to three
massless ﬂavors, that the ideal gas terms increases by about
a factor of 3. Similarly, the transition temperature decreases
as the number of quark ﬂavors increases (again, for reasons
we do not understand), going to about Td ¼ Tch ¼ 175 MeV
for QCD. The errors here cannot be estimated, since they are
dominated by the systematics.
Recently, it has also been possible to extract the Polyakov
loop from Lattice measurements [4, 5]. The usual quantity
measured on the Lattice is a bare loop, which vanishes in the
continuum limit. To extract a renormalized loop, which is
nonzero in the continuum limit, it is necessary to account for a
“mass” renormalization of the loop [4]. Doing so, one obtains
Fig. (2)
Remember that in a theory with dynamical quarks, that the
Z(3) symmetry is only approximate. Thus it could well be
that once quarks are added, that the loop is always large and
nonzero for all temperatures. From the results of Petreczky
and Petrov [5], this is not what the Lattice ﬁnds: instead, the
loop with quarks is near that without. Indeed, it strongly sug-
gests that the similarity of (rescaled) pressures, as observed in
Fig. (1), is due to the similarity of the values of the Polyakov
loop, in Fig. (2). This leads to what is known as the Polyakov
loop model [6], where the pressure is assumed to be domi-
nated by the condensate for the loop.
Another surprise is the following. In a perturbative regime,
the loop is near one. In the conﬁned phase, it is zero (or small,
if there are quarks). The lattice sees a conﬁned phase, be-
low Td, and a perturbative phase: but only above temperatures
of about ¼ 3Td! From Td to ¼ 3Td, the value of the loop is
nonzero — so that only is manifestly in a deconﬁned phase of
the theory — and yet it is far from unity. This intermediate
region can thus be termed a Non-perturbative QGP.
This agrees with resummations of perturbation theory,
which work down from inﬁnite temperatures by including the
effects of the Debye mass [7]. These consistently fail at tem-
peratures on the order of 3Tc. In particular, they cannot de-
scribe the sharp decrease of the pressure.
There is not reason why this should be so. It is perfectly
possible that there is a strong ﬁrst order transition from a
conﬁned, to a deconﬁned, phase. As a strongly ﬁrst order
transition, there would need be no close relation between the
phases; the free energies only have to match. Instead, the tran-
sition appears to be weakly ﬁrst order, for reasons which are
not, at present, will understood.
I also note that this region of the theory, between Tc and
something like 3Tc, has also been described as “sQGP”, from
a strongly coupled Quark-Gluon Plasma. The difﬁculty with
this is that Lattice measurements of the quark anti-quark po-
tential show that while the coupling gets larger as the temper-
ature decreases — exactly what one expects from the converse
to asymptotic freedom — that the increase is relatively mod-
est, by about a factor of two. As I discuss shortly, the experi-
mental data from RHIC, in particular elliptical ﬂow, suggests
that the system interacts very strongly, close to the limit of
ideal hydrodynamics.
While the experimental data on elliptical ﬂow is most sug-
gestive, the Lattice data appears unavoidable. Very large in-
creases of the QCD coupling simply do not appear to happen
near Tc. On the other hand, the Lattice data does indicate that
while the increase of the coupling constant is relatively mod-
est, that nevertheless, one does enter into what one can deﬁne
as a Non-perturbative QGP.
The author does recognize that NpQGP is not as catchy an
acronym as sQGP, and on this ground alone, is destined to fall
into the wastebin of history.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DATA FROM RHIC
In this section I review the experimental data from RHIC.
As I stated in the introduction, this will be an extremely bi-
ased review. Nevertheless, I will try to provide some sort of
overview of what one can, and cannot, believe. (Or more pre-
cisely, what I do, or do not, believe.)
A. Multiplicity, average momentum
At high energies, the natural variable is s, the total energy
squared in the center of mass system. To compare proton-
proton (pp ) collisions at a given value of
p
s, to the collisions
of two nuclei, each with atomic number A (AA ), one uses the
energy per nucleon, or
p
s=A. (The experimentalists denote
thisquantityas
p
sNN, whichIﬁndfussy.) Asacollider, RHIC
at BNL covers energies of
p
s=A¼20!200 GeV. The SPS at
CERN is a ﬁxed target machine, and so probes lower energies, p
s=A ¼ 5 ! 17 GeV. At RHIC, the four major experiments
are BRAHMS, PHENIX, PHOBOX, and STAR.
Experimentally, one can distinguish between central colli-
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FIG. 2: Renormalized Polyakov Loop versus Temperature
collisions, where the nuclei overlap only partially. While the-
oretically central collisions are the cleanest situation, data on
peripheral collisions are automatically collected. As we shall
see, they also provide some crucial and unexpected insights.
Before RHIC, the usual picture of what would happen
was based upon an analysis by Bjorken. Extrapolating from
pp collisions, one expects a “central plateau”: a region in
which the particle multiplicity is constant versus rapidity. Ra-
pidity is a type of longitudinal momentum for ultrarelativistic
particles: in a collider, rapidity of y = 0 corresponds to sitting
at 90 degrees, perpendicular to the beam. Nonzero rapidities
correspond to moving along the beam direction. The advan-
tage of rapidity is that a Lorentz boost simply adds to rapid-
ity. Consequently, if one is in a regime invariant under boosts
along the beam axis, then one expects a plateau, in particle
multiplicity, along rapidity.
In ppcollisions, a central plateau is not present at SPS ener-
gies, but does appear at RHIC energies. For central collisions
of gold nuclei at RHIC, the central plateau is much narrower
than in pp collisions.
(I refer to the central collisions of gold nuclei as AA , since
thesearethelargestnucleiwhichcanbecollidedatRHIC.“A”
is the atomic number, A ¼ 200 for gold nuclei.) At energies
of 200 GeV/A, the central plateau is very narrow: asking that
the particle multiplicity per unit rapidity, dN=dy, of identiﬁed
particles is ﬂat, the data indicates a plateau for DyCP ¼ §1:0.
Inconstrast, thetotalrangeinrapidityisDytotal ¼§5:0. There
are interesting details to the distributions, as well: if one re-
quires not only that dN=dy is ﬂat, but also that the average
momentum is constant, gives a central plateau which is even
narrower, DyCP ¼ §0:5. Note that to answer the question of a
central plateau, it is crucial to have identiﬁed particles. If one
doesn’t know the identity of the particle, one doesn’t know
the mass, and one can only compute the “pseudo”-rapidity,
h; then it appears that the central plateau is relatively broad,
FIG. 3: Average momentum versus particle species
Dh ¼ §2:0.
At high energies, a nuclei becomes Lorentz contracted. For
example, at energies of
p
s=A : 45 ! 60 GeV, a gold nu-
cleus, which is about 15 fm in diameter in its rest frame, gets
squashed into a pancake only 1=3 ! 1=4 fm in width. As
such, it represents an extremely strong color ﬁeld. This gives
rise to the picture of a Color Glass, proposed by McLerran and
Venugopalan. Ashighenergies, eachpancakebecomesadelta
function, a gauge transformation on each side. This gives one
a precise handle on the initial stages of an AA collision.
TheColorGlasspredictsthatathighenergies, AAscattering
is semiclassical. As such, one can predict the dependence
of the multiplicity and energy on the “saturation momentum”
Qsat. As a semiclassical process, one expects that the multi-Robert D. Pisarski 127
plicity grows as
dN
dh
¼
Q2
sat
a(Qsat)
;
dE
dh
¼
Q3
sat
a(Qsat)
; (5)
where N and E are the multiplicity and energy per unit area
(this accounts for the dimensions in the above relations).
In going from SPS to RHIC energies, the increase in mul-
tiplicity is relatively modest; there are 600 particles per unit
rapidity at the highest SPS energy, and about 1000 at the high-
est RHIC energy. This ruled out many cascade models of
AA collisions, which had predicted large increases. For ex-
ample, the increase in multiplicity from
p
s=A= 130 to 200
GeV is only 14%. This modest increase is rather natural in a
Color Glass, where Qsat grows slowly with energy.
In detail, however, the Color Glass does not describe par-
ticle production. This is especially true when one consider
the average energy per particle. By the above equation, the
increase of the average energy is greater than the increase in
mulitplicity, by a factor of Qsat. In contrast, the STAR exper-
iment at RHIC claims that average transverse momentum, pt,
increases by only 2% between these energies, and not 21%, as
predicted by the above.
The manner in which the energy is deposited is also wrong.
A Color Glass produces gluons. Hadronization is modeled by
invoking “Quark-Parton Duality”, whereby one assumes that
one gluon becomes one pion. This is an appealing picture;
as Qsat increases, one then expects that the average pion mo-
mentum will increase similarly. This is a logically consistent
possibility: as one goes from pp to central AA , one would
ﬁnd a large increase in the pion momentum.
Fig. (3) shows the change in the average momentum, ver-
sus the particle species. In this Figure, the x-axis refers to
centrality, so the left most points are for pp collisions, and
the right most, central AA collisions. Contrary to expectations
from the Color Glass, the average momentum of a pion in-
creases by a rather small amount from pp to AA collisions.
On the other hand, the average momentum of heavier parti-
cles, such as kaons and protons, increase dramatically.
This increase in momentum is interpreted naturally if the
Color Glass only represents the initial, and not the ﬁnal, state
of AA collisions. Further, if a hydrodynamic picture can be
invoked, then the increase of the average momentum of heav-
ier particles can then be due to a large boost velocity for a
medium in which these particles sit.
B. Signals at High Momentum
While the energies at which the nuclei are being collided is
large, most of the particles are produced at small transverse
momentum, pt ¼ 170 MeV or so. This is typical of hadronic
collisions, from pp on up to AA . Since the Lattice indicates
that the transition temperature is similar, one would naturally
expect that the clearest signals of something new happening
at RHIC are from soft momentum, on the order of the temper-
ature.
Experimentally, this is not what happens. It turns out that
the clearest signals are at high momentum, pt > 2GeV or so.
To quantify this, we deﬁne the ratio RAA , as the ratio of the
numberofparticlesinanAAcollision, tothatina ppcollision.
Of course it is necessary to normalize by the atomic number.
Indoingso, weexpectthatathardmomentum, thecorrectnor-
malization factor is the number of collisions, which is given
by the atomic number of one nucleus, = A, times the path
length through which it travels, = A1=3, for an overall factor
of A4=3. This factor is manifestly the number of hard colli-
sions; soft collisions should only scale like A.
This ratio is plotted in Fig. (4), including all species of
hadrons, for
p
s=A = 200 GeV. Since RAA is constructed by
dividing by the number of hard collisions, it is automatically
below one for soft momenta, which should scale like A. (This
explains why at zero momentum, RAA goes to 1=A1=3 » 1=7.)
There is a striking consistency of the measurements be-
tween the different experiments. At SPS energies, the ratio
RAA is about unity near pt ¼ 2 GeV. (Previous plots had found
a value of RAA ¼ 2¡3, but this was due to an inaccurate ex-
trapolation of pp collisions.) Very recent measurements at p
s=A = 62 GeV indicate that there is a smooth interpola-
tion between SPS and RHIC energies, with RAA decreasing
smoothly, for a ﬁxed value of pt, as
p
s=A increases. To sim-
plify the discussion, I concentrate on the data at the highest
energies.
The theoretical explanation of this effect is energy loss in a
plasma. This is similar to energy loss in any medium: a fast
particle scatters frequently, by many soft collisions, off the
medium. There is a characteristic difference between energy
loss in an abelian theory, such as QCD, and a non-abelian the-
ory, such as QCD. In QED, energy loss is proportional to the
total path length, L; in QCD, energy loss grows as L2. Ex-
perimentalists are now extracting the path length dependence
from the data, but preliminary analysis is confusing: a L2 term
is required, but the coefﬁcient of an additional term, linear
in L, is negative. This depends upon details of energy loss,
also known as the Landau-Pomeranchuk-Migdal (LPM) ef-
fect. The L2 behavior depends upon the ratio of the size of the
system, the coherence length, and other details. Thus while a
negative coefﬁcient for a term linear in L is worrisome, it is
not, a priori, nonsensical.
There is an important cross check to the interpretation of
RAA as due to scattering in the nucleus. The ratio was also
computed in deuteron-gold collisions, which I refer to a pA
(assuming dA is close to pA collisions). The ratio RpA was
then computed, normalizing now by the atomic number, A.
One ﬁnds that at central rapidity, and pt » 2 GeV, that RpA
is greater than one. The usual interpretation of this is initial
scattering in the nucleus, termed the “Cronin” effect. Clearly
one needs to understand the Cronin effect better, but the mea-
surement certainly shows that was is going on in RAA has to
do with ﬁnal state, and not initial state, interactions. An im-
portant test on consistency is that RdA approaches unity as rel-
atively modest momentum, pt ¼ 8 GeV and above. When this
happens for RAA is not clear; there is no evidence of it by mo-
mentum pt ¼ 12 GeV.
In this vein, the BRAHMS experiment also measured the
ratio RdA in the fragmentation regime of the deuteron, for
pseudo-rapidity h ¼ 3:. They ﬁnd suppression of RdA at for-128 Brazilian Journal of Physics, vol. 36, no. 1B, March, 2006
FIG. 4: The ratio RAA versus transverse momentum
ward rapidity, ¼ :5 by pt ¼ 2 GeV. This is expected from
the Color Glass, as originally argued by Dumitru and Jalilian-
Marian [10]. The fragmentation regime of the proton can be
understoodbysittinginitsrestframe. Intheprotonrestframe,
the nucleus is Lorentz contracted, and a large color charge.
So purely on kinematic grounds, the best place to look for ef-
fects of the Color Glass is to look at the proton fragmentation
regime in pA collisions. Similarly, ﬁnal state effects from cold
nuclei, such as energy loss in a cold nucleus, are best studied
by looking at the nuclear fragmentation regime in pA colli-
sions. Having said that, there are other models which predict
the observed suppression of RpA in the proton fragmentation
regime; much more detailed measurements, such as of photon
and dilepton production, will be able to deﬁnitively discrimi-
nate between the different models. As shown by the example
of the overall multiplicity and energy, it is not enough to look
at one quantity in isolation.
The behavior of RAA also displays another interesting phe-
nomenon, which was unexpected before the RHIC data. Note
that RAA has a maximum at pt ¼ 2 GeV, and then falls off. It
appears to be constant for pt greater than 6 GeV. This is due to
a change in composition in the particle spectrum. If one looks
at RAA for neutral pions, then it is ﬂat, ¼ :2, from pt ¼ 2 GeV
on up to the highest measured momenta, which are at present
about 15 GeV.
In pp collisions, at pt ¼ 2 GeV the ratio of protons to pi-
ons is ¼ :1. In contrast, at the same momentum in AA , this
ratio is ¼ 1. That is, there is a “baryon bump” at intermediate
momenta, for pt : 2 ! 6 GeV, where the number of baryons
is greatly enhanced over the number of mesons. This is not
a mass effect, and is true for strange as well as non-strange
mesons. An explanation of this is given in terms of a model of
recombination of quarks into mesons and baryons: if there are
primarily quarks about, then they are rather likely to coalesce
and form baryons, as well as mesons. At higher momenta, the
ratio is determined by perturbative QCD, and ordinary frag-
mentation functions. At lower momenta, one assumes that
particle spectra are thermal; it is only in this window of mo-
menta that recombination dominates. Recombination makes
one impressive prediction about the ratio of elliptic ﬂow, de-
scribed below. Even so, it does somewhat beg the question of
why quarks dominate for these intermediate momenta.
There is an impressive test that the change in the spectrum
is due to interactions with the nuclei. In a pp collision, one
can directly look at jets: one sees a spray of particles in one
direction, balanced (by momentum conservation) by a spray
of particles in the other. In a AA collision, instead it is nec-
essary to form a statistical measure of jets: one triggers on
a hard particle, with momentum pt : 4 ! 6 GeV, and then
looks at the distribution of particles with pt : 2 ! 4 GeV. In
pp collisions, one sees a jet in the backward direction, as ex-
pected. In AA collisions, one does not: the backward jet is
completely “eaten” by the nucleus in a central AA collision.
In Fig. 5 I show this jet–jet correlation for peripheral colli-
sions. In peripheral collisions, by looking at the bulk of par-
ticles, which occur at soft momenta, one can unambiguously
determine the reaction plane. This allows one to compute the
jet–jet correlation for jets which occur in the plane, versus out
of the plane. In a peripheral collision, the overlap region be-
tween the nuclei form an almond shaped region; a jet in the
reaction plane transverses a smaller part of the almond than
one perpendicular to the reaction plane. In Fig. 5, the forward,
or trigger jet, is at Df ¼ 0 degrees; the backward jet is peaked
about 180 degrees, or p ¼ 3:14::: radians. In pp collisions,
the backward jet is apparent. In AA collisions, what is strik-
ing is how the backward jet changes with the direction of the
reaction plane. For jets in the plane, which go a short way
through the almond, the backward jet is almost as large as that
in pp collisions. In contrast, for jets out of the plane, which
go through a long way through the almond, the backward jet
is essentially absent. This provides a purely geometrical test
that the change in jet behavior is due to the nucleus.
Further measurements have conﬁrmed the picture that en-
ergy loss is occuring. Having identiﬁed the direction of the
hard particle, one can look at the distribution of energy, going
to lower and lower energies. Doing so, the data shows that in
the direction backward to the jet, that the energy which dis-
appears from high momentum goes into particles at low mo-Robert D. Pisarski 129
FIG. 5: Jet jet correlations for peripheral collisions
mentum. This is exactly what one expects from a fast particle
slowing down, by numerous soft scatterings, in a medium.
C. Thermalization at soft momentum?
At hard momentum, there is unambiguous evidence that
there is “stuff” formed in central AA collisions which dramat-
ically affects the propagation of hard particles. This doesn’t
mean that the stuff is matter in thermal equilibrium; for that,
rather detailed estimates of energy loss and the like are re-
quired.
But it certainly does show that AA collisions do not sim-
ply act like a superposition of pp collisions, and that qualita-
tively new behavior is occuring. As noted above, for a sys-
tem as a temperature T ¼ Tc, one would expect that the most
obvious signals for possible thermalization are for momenta
on the order of the temperature. In this section I summarize
the results of experimental measurements at RHIC at soft mo-
menta. While at ﬁrst sight it appears to conﬁrm the picture of
a thermalized system, the details are such that there are rather
signiﬁcant questions open as to whether this has, in fact, oc-
cured. What cannot be avoided is that the interactions in the
system are strong. I summarize several features.
Chemical equilibriation at Tchem ¼ 160 MeV, with a small
baryon chemical potential, µbaryon ¼ 24 MeV. Consider ﬁrst
overall abundances, integrated over transverse momentum.
Then one can ﬁt literally dozens of particle abundances with
two parameters: an overall temperature for chemical equilib-
riation, Tchem, and a small baryon chemical potential, µbaryon.
This includes strange mesons, the K’s and f’s, and strange
baryons, L’s, X’s, and W’s, along with all anti-particles.
It is known that similar ﬁts can be done at lower energies,
and smaller systems, even for pp collisions. For lower ener-
gies in AA collisions, however, it is necessary to add a “fugac-
ity” for strangeness, which represents a departure from strict
thermal equilibrium (that is, it is a fudge factor). Similarly,
for pp collisions, corrections must be added for ﬁnite volume.
RHIC energies represent the ﬁrst time that overall chemical
ratios can be predicted from a textbook application of Bose-
Einstein, or Fermi-Dirac, distribution functions. I also note
that the parametrization does not work well for short lived
reasonances, such as the r, D, K¤, and L¤. Note that this tem-
perature is close to that for the transition temperature.
Of course this does not demonstrate that thermalization has
occured; it is a necessary, but not a sufﬁcient condition. Nev-
ertheless, it is a remarkably good way of summarizing the
data; it works even for W’s, whose abundance is ¼ 0:1% that
of pions. As such, it cannot be ignored.
Kinetic equilibrium, Tkin ¼ 100 MeV, b » :7. Besides look-
ing at overall abundances, for each species, one can look at
the momentum distribution, and compare to a thermal distrib-
ution. The basic feature was apparent from Fig. (3): the mo-
mentum of pions does not increase much, while kaons, and
especially protons, have a strong increase in average momen-
tum. The only way to incorporate this is to assume that par-
ticles are emitted from a local rest frame which has a large
boost velocity with respect to the lab frame. Further, by sym-
metry, this boost velocity must vanish at the center of the
nucleus, and have its maximum, b, at the surface of the nu-
cleus. (The ﬁts are not very sensitive to the dependence of this
velocity with radius; typically, ﬁts assume b(r) » ra, where
a : 0:5 ! 2:0.) Doing so, one ﬁnds good ﬁts for pions, kaons,
and protons with a single temperature of Tkin ¼ 100 MeV, and
a boost velocity of b ¼ :7.
The usual explanation of the difference between the tem-
peratures for chemical and kinetic equilibrium is the existence
of a hadronic phase. Chemical equilibrium requires processes
which change particle number, and are expected to decouple
before processes which maintain kinetic equilibrium, which
only require scattering which changes momenta in a collision,
but not the number of particles.
However, while all particle ratios can be ﬁt with a single
temperature for chemical equilibrium, the momentum distrib-
utions cannot be ﬁt with a single temperature and boost veloc-
ity. Instead, strange baryons cannot only be ﬁt with a higher130 Brazilian Journal of Physics, vol. 36, no. 1B, March, 2006
temperature, and a lower boost velocity. This is usually de-
scribed as due to “partonic equilibriation”, whereby strange
baryons decouple earlier. This begs the question, though, of
why overall abundances appear to be ﬁt with a single tempera-
ture. If kinetic equilibrium is ﬁt with a variety of temperatures
and boost velocities, why isn’t the same true for the overall ra-
tios, which determines Tchem?
This suggests, at least to the author, that perhaps the distri-
butions are not thermal, but something else.
(Ideal) hydrodynamics: works for elliptic ﬂow. With about
one thousand particles per unit rapidity, it is natural to try a
hydrodynamic description. This assumes that locally, ﬂuid el-
ements are in thermal equilibrium, where the local element
carries some large boost velocity. The particle distributions
for pions, kaons, and protons, described above, can be ﬁt with
the above Tkin and boost velocity, b. The distributions of heav-
ier particles, especially strange, cannot be described by hydro-
dynamics. Further, there is a peculiar feature: the initial time
at which hydrodynamics begins is extremely short, t ¼ 0:6
fm/c, and not several fm/c, as one might have expected.
There is a great success of a hydrodynamic analysis. For
a peripheral collision, one can look at the distribution of par-
ticles with respect to the reaction plane. This allows one to
compute “elliptic ﬂow”, which are moments with respect to
the reaction plane. Doing so, one ﬁnds that there is a large
asymmetry. For transverse momenta below ¼ 1 GeV, the el-
liptic ﬂow of pions, kaons, and protons is well ﬁt by ideal
hydrodynamics.
There is another notable feature of elliptic ﬂow. For mo-
menta larger than ¼ 1 GeV, the elliptic ﬂow is constant, for
momenta up to the largest value measured, ¼ 5 GeV. There is
no fundamental understanding of why elliptic ﬂow is constant
at these values of the momenta. Even so, the values do satisfy
a prediction of recombination: the values scale with the num-
bers of quark in the hadron, so for pt : 1 ! 5 GeV, the elliptic
ﬂow of baryons is ¼ 3=2 that of mesons.
Indeed, the ﬁt to elliptic ﬂow works only if one assumes
ideal hydrodynamics. If some reasonable value of viscosity
is added, then the ﬁt no longer works. This has led some to
describe the theory at RHIC as a “sQGP”, or strongly cou-
pled QGP. As discussed previously, however, the Lattice data
does not support large increases in the QCD coupling near the
phase transition.
There are also problems in explaining the rapidity depen-
dence of elliptic ﬂow. Elliptic ﬂow is constant over the narrow
rapidity region in which both dN=dy and average momentum
of identiﬁed particles are constant, §0:5 in rapidity. But at
larger momenta, data from PHOBOS indicates that the rapid-
ity dependence of elliptic ﬂow falls off much quicker than the
particle multiplicity.
(Ideal) hydrodynamics: fails for HBT radii. Nearly ideal
hydrodynamics appears to work well for single particle dis-
tributions of light hadrons (although again, it doesn’t explain
why heavier particles don’t ﬁt).
More detailed information about the space-time history of
the collision can also be extracted. This applies the Hanbury-
Brown-Twiss (HBT) effect to AA collisions. HBT is the stan-
dard method for determining the size of a star, and depends
upon the interference which must occur between identical par-
ticles.
In words, one does the following. Consider a pair of, say,
pions. Form the ratio of the two-particle correlation function,
to the product of single particle correlation functions at the
same momentum. This ratio is peaked and zero relative mo-
mentum, and then falls off with increasing (relative) pair mo-
mentum. The fall off is typically exponential, which allows
one to determine a size. By kinematics, there are three pos-
sible directions: along the beam, which gives a longitudinal
size Rlong; along the direction of the pair, which gives a size
Rout; perpendicular to the direction of the pair, which gives a
size Rout.
Before the RHIC data, it was thought that a strongly ﬁrst
order transition would give large HBT radii. Then Coulomb
corrections would be important, etc. Instead, the RHIC data
showed that the HBT radii aren’t large, but small. Indeed,
from SPS to RHIC energies, they barely increase.
In fact, the HBT radii appear to be much too small. Com-
paring to the predictions of hydrodynamics, the longitudinal
size Rlong is too large by approximately a factor of two.
The other two distances also behave completely wrong. A
nuclei isn’t a sharp surface, but is represented by a Woods-
Saxon form, with a smooth fall off of the nuclear density.
Because of this, the nuclei tends to “burn” from the outside
in. For a strongly ﬁrst order transition, the analogy was to a
burning log. The predicted behavior of the other two HBT
radii was that Rout=Rside would be greater than one, say ¼1:5,
and increase with increasing pair momentum. Instead, both
PHENIX and STAR experiments show that after including
Coulomb corrections, Rout=Rside is essentially one, and inde-
pendent of momentum for pair momenta 100 ! 400 MeV.
The HBT radii can be ﬁt by a “blast wave” model. This
abandons the connection between position space, and mo-
mentum space, which of necessity follows from ideal hy-
drodynamics. Emission from a sharp surface will also give
Rout=Rside near one, since a ratio near one indicates that the
emission surface is moving to the observer as fast as possible.
To describe the longitudinal size, it is necessary to relax the
assumption of boost invariance along the beam direction, and
take a starting point closer to that of Landau hydrodynamics,
where the two nuclei are assumed to stop, and then evolve.
One might ask, well, perhaps single particle correlation
functions are all that we should hope to describe; perhaps two
particle correlations are simply more than we have any right
to expect. However, it is very difﬁcult to accept that single
particle distributions can be described by hydrodynamics, but
thattwoparticledistributionsaresuchthatthetotalspace-time
volume of the collision is off by a factor of four (Rout and Rlong
are each off by a factor of two; Rside is close to the data).
An alternate explanation is that we do not yet understand
how hadronization occurs in AA collisions.
In summary, the data from RHIC is rather tantalizing. From
hard momenta, such as RAA and jet–jet correlations, it is clear
that central AA collisions produce some sort of new matter.
This matter slows down fast particles in a way which can be
veriﬁed in a purely geometrical fashion.
However, when this matter is studied directly, by looking atRobert D. Pisarski 131
soft momenta, things behave in an unexpected fashion. Over-
all particle abundances are well described by a single temper-
ature, but the momentum dependence appears to be described
by temperatures and local boost velocities which depend on
the identity of the particle. In looking at the angular distrib-
utions for peripheral collisions, the nuclei appear to be very
“sticky”, with large elliptical ﬂow.
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